
SCIENTIFIC NAME
Loxodonta africana

COLLECTIBLE CARD African elephant

The African elephant is the largest land animal on the earth ...and has the biggest brain!
Elephants live as long as we do, and are able to learn and remember too. They are
extremely intelligent, social and grieve tremendously for the loss of family members.

Historically, African elephants lived in areas south of the Sahara. Today they are restricted to
forest, bush and savanna in protected areas, as people have moved into their former range
to farm and to build places to live.

In the elephant family, females rule! Elephants live in a social hierarchy (social order or
rank). Adult females (cows) and female calves spend their entire lives together. They are all
related and travel together in complex social units led by the matriarch – a single old and
wise female, like a grandmother. Males leave the herd when they become sexually mature in
their teens and live alone or in small bachelor herds.

African elephant distribution (approx.)
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Mammalia
Proboscidae
Elephantidae
Loxodonta
africana

Loxodonta africana

A young calf stands with two adult African elephants in a field of tall grass. A large Ugandan
mountain range rises towards a bright blue sky in the distance
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The ancestors of modern day

elephants date back to about 60

million years ago in what we now

call Morocco! Today, there remain

savanna elephants and forest

elephants in Africa, and their

smaller cousin, the Asian elephant. 

Unlike other plant eating
animals, an elephant cannot
reach the ground with her
mouth. But her trunk can! This
allows her to feed from the
ground and to pick fruits,
buds, shoots, bark and leaves
from shrubs and trees. This
handy tool is also used to
scratch, caress, threaten, say
hello, smell, bathe, vocalize,
squirt water, throw dust,
manipulate objects, and drink
(although they do not drink
through their trunks, they do
suck water up and spray it into
their mouths). An elephant’s
trunk can also be used as a
snorkel during river crossings!

THE ULTIMATE TOOL!
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DID YOU
KNOW

Tusks - elongated second upper incisors - grow
throughout an elephant’s life, so they are largest
in older animals. They use them for gathering
and carrying food, and as weapons.

African elephants live between 60 and 70 years.

After 22 months growing inside its mother's
womb, a newborn baby elephant weighs more
than the average adult human being!

Their thick gray skin is scattered with bristles
and sensory hairs. To protect their sensitive skin
from sunburn and insect bites, elephants roll in
dust and mud, or throw it on themselves with
their trunks.

Proboscidea means
trunked mammal!

In Greek, proboskis
= to feed

...at the watering hole, Addo National
Park, South Africa
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